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"r,

three vectors o, I and c , prove that the identity
.1

a^ (b.n q) : @'e)b- @'b)e . ,!
' 'td

and zl be three non zero and non co-planer vectors guch that any two of

not parallel. By considering the vector product (f nl) A(runn), prove

.vector r can be expressed in the form

, L_ (r.q)L+ (r . g)ru+ (r.io.

the vectors a, B and 7 in terms of. f,, m attd rr.

ion of the plane passing through threeu given terminal points of

of the parallelepiped whose edges are represented by (2,-2,4),
(3, -1,2).



2. Define the foliowing terms:

o gradient of a scalar fieid;

o divergence of a vector field'

(a)Letr:nL+ai+zk''r:lrlandobeaconstantvector'Finddiv(r"f'
n is a constant' Show that

s,*d (?) : * *39:p '
Find the directional derivative of @ : 2r3 - 3az at the point (2' 1' 3) in

<lirectionparalleitothelinewhosedirectioncosinesareproportionalto(2,1

(.) f)etermine the constant 'o' so that the vector

(b)

(b)

is solenoidal'

f;'

3. (a) If F : (2n + ily+ (3g - r)l_.Evaluate J"" ,otwhere 
c' is the curve ln 1

plane consisting of the straight line frorJ jo,o) to (2'0) and then{o (3'2)'

(b) Evalua th I IrL'n 
d's '*1"." t::t,.-::-:i::::J,;ffi:::

:;;r"^{ J lt , :16 incruded in the firsr octant between the planes z =

z'=5'

(c) State the Divergence theorem' and use it to evaluat " [ [ L'n d'S'

F :4rzg- a'l-* yzk and S is the surface of the t'uodtoo""ded by

:x :I, A :0, U :L' z :}and z : 1'

4.(a)Provethattheradialandtransversecomponentoftheaccelerationofa

intermsofthepolarco-ordinates(r,0)are

i - r0z and 
t 
*rn'^ respectivelv.



(")

(b)

(b) A particle of mass rn rests on a smooth horizontal table attached through a fixed
point on the table by a light elastic string of modules mg andunstretched length
'a'' Initiaily the string is just taut ancl the particle is projected along the table
in a direction perpendicular to the rine of the string with veloc n, 

l@. 
prove

that if r is the distance of the particle from the fixed point at time f the'
d2r 4gas sb _ a\
E:3rr --

Prove also that the string will extend until its length is 2a and that the velocitv
of the particle is half of its initial velocity.

state the angular rnomentum principle for motion of a particle.

A right circular cone with a semi vertical angle c is fixed with its axis vertical and
vertex downwards. A particle of mass rn is herd'at the poiqt,4 on the smooth
inner surface of the cone at a distance 'a, from the l*is of revolutiorr. The
particle is pro.iected perpendicular to oA withvelocity ,y,, whereo is the vertex
ofthecone. show that the particle rises above the level of Aif u2 > agcota
and greatest reaction between the particre and the surface is 

1
-o(rin***.or,,). \ n|

f\49/
**1 is fired uPwards' N{atter is ejected with constant relative velocity gT, at a

rate 
7;' Initially the mass of the rocket is2M,half of this is available for

' Neglecting air resistance and rariation in gravitational attraction, show that
I greatest speed of the rocket is attainecl when the mass of the.rocket is reducecl to
and this speed is

sr (nz - 1\
\t/

,also that the rocket will reach the greatest height given by

1-
, oT"(1 - 1n2)2


